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Hawthorn Historical Society Publications
A Brief History Of The Streets of Hawthorn
Gwen McWilliam, (reprinted 2004) $22
Hawthorn Sketches: Life on the Hill
A companion volume to Life in the Valley
by Gwen McFarlane $22
Boroondara Musings
2 CD set of collated articles and photographs by
Gwen McWilliam $25
Hawthorn Village Walk
A walking tour of the original Hawthorn Village by
Elizabeth Love (Based on work by G. Mc William)
2015 $7.50
A Glimpse of Glenferry
A compilation of articles by Ruth Dwyer written
for the Hawthorn Historical Society, 2016 $20

Other Publications
KAWARAU
By Jenny O’Donnell
Looks in detail at the construction and
life of Frederick Cato’s home in Tooronga
Road.
Copies of KAWARAU $25 + postage
from the author:

jennnn3040@telstra.com

Faint traces: Chinese in Hawthorn
before the Second World War
Diane Nicholas & Mary Sheehan, 2002 $15
Hawthorn Sketches: Life in the Valley
A companion volume to Life on the Hill by Gwen
McFarlane (Currently out of Print)
How has Hawthorn Changed
An educational resource pack including Power
Point presentation and teacher notes for grades 3
– 5, by E. Love, 2016 $50 Available on Application
Hawthorn History Walks
Eighteen informative street walks
by G. McWilliam
Sold in sets of 4 walks for $7.00
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President’s Letter
We have started 2017 with a really interesting
program of talks and events.
First was a very informative talk by Loreen
Chambers on Feb 18th. Her topic, Early Melbourne
History, also touched on some of Hawthorn’s
early pioneers. Loreen’s experience as a history
teacher and presenter was certainly in evidence
and the talk was so well received that we have
invited her to present to us again next year.
The annual Glenferrie Road Festival followed not
long after in March. There is no accounting for
Melbourne’s weather as we started the day with
rain and high winds and ended the day with
sunburn. This street festival seems to be
improving each year. However it is hard work and
I was really very grateful for the quick response to
our call to arms to help set up and pack down our
marquee. Thank you indeed to our members who
gave up their time during the day and as a result
we made a profit of several hundred dollars which
goes a long way to augmenting our small annual
budget.
I conducted a Yarra Street History Walk on
Saturday 19th March. Despite the 40 degree heat
we had a good roll up. A highlight was the
generous invitation of the Mawbys to visit their
stately home in Yarra Street. It was indeed a
delight. A few days later I took another group of
Hawthorn residents on a repeat of the Village
History Walk from last year. This is a splendid way
to increase our financial resources so hopefully
we can repeat this again in the future.
The Rise and Decline of the Boroondara Urban
Landscape was a fascinating presentation by Ian
Hundley and it obviously touched a nerve within
the community, as a number of non-members
hearing about it through publicity were
encouraged to join us. The discussion was lively
and reminded us of the historic changes over time
in our community and the necessity of working
with key players to maintain and enhance or
physical environment.
Now to a few different issues. The umbrella group
of historical societies in Boroondara (Boroondara
Historical Societies Association) was reactivated
earlier this year. Liz Yewers and I have attended
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the two meetings and the HHS will host a third in
July. We believe the group discussions will prove
very useful as we identify common issues and are
able to offer knowledge and support for each
other.
Our Facebook page continues to be an inspiring
source of new information. Each post regularly
reaches more than 500 people but it frequently
climbs up to 3,500. One contributor’s recent post
featured a photo from the late 1980s, of a
Wridgway Bros truck and two drivers. This post
prompted dozens of informative responses and
more photos. The post was shared by others to
wider networks and even rekindled the friendship
of two old workmates. Our facebook and website
presence continue to be a successful ways to build
awareness of history and heritage.
Something I really enjoy is historical research. I
love investigating, following a trail, learning new
things, making links and associations and
deepening my understanding of people, places,
events and their social implications over time. I
suspect the time for completion of my own
research interests will be a lengthy one as I often
enjoy being sidetracked by other people’s
research or questions. I think it says much for the
health and viability of the Hawthorn Historical
Society that we now are establishing a core of
people engaged in research. Not only are they
interested in attending our events but they are
also involved in researching, topics such as
Hawthorn grocers, mayors, schools and even
specific families and streets. Their projects will, I
know, be of great value and augment the
resources and information we hold for future
generations and researchers.
Finally a big welcome to our newest members
Trevor Barr, John Barrington, Wendy Burns and
Mark Weller. If we haven’t had the chance to
meet you all at yet, we look forward to doing so at
one of our events in the near future. In the
meanwhile please let us know you interests and
we hope to further this by helping you explore our
Hawthorn history and heritage.
Libby Love
President Hawthorn Historical Society
0408 176905
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Charles Edmund Dean
An outline of his Life in Melbourne 1840 - 1877
by Bob Kerr
The property at 21 Coppin Grove we know as
Invergowrie, was for over 37 years owned by the
family of Melbourne merchant Charles Edmund
Dean. The account of that connection was the
subject of Bob Kerr’s article in our February
Newsletter. The story of Dean’s life continues…
Charles Edmund Dean, a native of Prussia, was
born about 1803. He arrived in the Port Phillip
District about 1840, although there’s no evidence
as to how he arrived. It is very tempting to think
Dean initially arrived in Australia as part of the
German migration into South Australia a few
years previously.
Dean’s successful 1856 application for
Naturalisation supports his place and year of
birth. Dean’s naturalisation application also
states he ‘arrived in the colony of Victoria by the
ship “George” in the year One thousand eight
hundred and four (sic) and has been resident
therein since that date.’
No ship named “George” can be found in Victoria
around 1840. The ship “Prince George” arrived in
Adelaide in 1838 with Prussian migrants. Also at
this time the colony’s Revenue Cutter was the
“Prince George”.
The possibility of Dean’s arrival in South Australia
is a reasonable option, although no one with the
name Dean can be seen on the passenger lists so
far reviewed. Given how Dean’s early years in the
colony unfold, a case can be made that he arrived
with some personal wealth. (Very soon after the
early 1840s depression Dean is buying property in
Melbourne and financing the construction of
boat.)
On 30 May 1842, Dean married Margaret Scott in
St James Church Melbourne. Margaret made her
mark (x), Dean signed the marriage register
‘Charles Dean’ in handwriting that suggests he
had learnt to sign his name rather than he had
skills reading and writing English. (We’ll return to
this point later.) Over the next 15 years Charles
and Margaret had eight children. Three of them

died while young and one when he was 18 yrs old.
The other four outlived their parents.
Through the 1840s and most of the 1850s Dean
was involved in the Lime trade at the Heads, in
shipping the product to Melbourne and general
shipping between Melbourne and Adelaide,
Sydney and Van Diemen’s Land.
In November 1841, and again in April 1842,
newspapers reported actions - ‘Dean v ...’ for the
recovery of the cost of lime supplied. Further, the
baptism records of Charles’s first and third child
(1843, 1847), give his occupation as Lime
Merchant then Lime burner. The evidence is
strong that Dean was involved in the Lime trade at
the Heads from 1841 through to the end of the
1850s.
The baptism of four other children (1845, 1849,
1851, 1853) however record Charles’s occupation
as Mariner or Master Mariner. Garryowen quotes
Charles Chessell’s claim that in 1845 he built the
‘Elizabeth’, the first schooner on the Yarra,
constructed to the order of Charles Dean. In the
early 1850s Dean may have owned another vessel
also called the ‘Elizabeth’ and we know of his
involvement during the mid 1850s with the Dutch
Galliott1, ‘Reinauw Engelkens’.
The first record of Dean’s involvement with land
in Melbourne was in 1844, with the purchase of a
property on the East side of Swanston Street,
between Little Collins and (Great) Bourke Street
East. By the end of the 1840s the baptism records
show him living in Bourke Street. The City of
Melbourne Rate Books show Dean continued to
own property in Bourke Street up until his death
in 1877.
By the mid 1850s Dean was the licensee of the
Royal Charter Hotel, at 99 Bourke Street East; up
the hill from Swanston Street, closer to Russell
Street. At the same time he also owned property
fronting to Little Bourke Street. Dean Alley still
exists in Melbourne, running South off Little
1
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Galliot – A small galley. A small ketchlike sailing vessel
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Bourke down from Russell Street toward
Swanston Street. This is one of a number of lanes
and alleys that at the time ran into the rear of the
Royal Charter Hotel.
In August 1858 Dean was involved in a major
court case triggered by events in South Australia
involving damage to the vessel ‘Reinauw
Engelkens’; Dean was being sued for attorneys’
bill of costs of £200. Two matters from these
proceedings are worth mentioning. The first
matter provides our introduction to Mark Collier.
When Collier was called as a witness it was stated
Collier “is manager to Mr Deane the defendant.”
(Collier’s and Dean’s stories are closely linked
from 1858 onward.) The second matter concerns

this statement made to the court: “Mr. Deane is a
Prussian by birth. He has been 18 years in the
colony, but though a prosperous man, can neither
read nor write.” (This has always been taken to
mean read or write the English language. Also, it
may help explain the erroneous date recorded on
the 1856 Naturalization application.)
By 1864 Dean and Collier appear to have left the
city. A residence had been built then extended on
their property at Boroondara. Dean was sixty and
likely enjoying a quieter life. The Boroondara
property had been well developed judging by the
description provided at an auction December
1871, as they made plans to leave the district.

COMING EVENTS
Wednesday 17th May 1.30 pm VISIT TO THE VICTORIAN TELECOMMUNICATIONS MUSEUM

Perhaps you know what PMG stands for! Or you might remember the mechanical
speaking clock. Housed in the old Hawthorn Telephone Exchange building, this
museum holds a collection of old telecommunications equipment from the earliest
times. A volunteer guide will take us on a tour of their collection for approximately
90 minutes.
Meet outside the Museum, 375 Burwood Road, Hawthorn (opposite the Town
Hall)
Sunday 18th June 2.00 pm

THE DALLEY FAMILY OF HAWTHORN
Speaker: Rupert Dalley
Charles Dalley was Mayor of Hawthorn in 1906 – 1907 and it was from the back of his
motor car that the famous Living Hawthorn movie was shot. But the Dalley family has
a much longer connection to Hawthorn operating market gardens off Riversdale
Road from the 1860’s.
Rupert Dalley will share the story of his forebears.
Hawthorn Community Precinct, 584 Glenferrie Road, (next to the Hawthorn Library)
Saturday 19th August - Our Annual History Seminar with a variety of speakers and displays. This
year the theme will be THE HOUSE
Saturday 16th September – Curator Marjorie Dalvean will talk about how to care for your family
memorabilia
Saturday October 21st – Food historian Jan O’Connell will talk about the changes in Australian
eating habits in “From Mutton to Masterchef”. This is also our AGM.

Enquiries re events: hawthornhistoricalsociety@gmail.com or 9819 1218
OTHER DATES
Local History Room
Wednesday 10th May
Wednesday 24th May
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Hawthorn Library 11am to 1pm
Wednesday 14th June
Wednesday 28th June

Every 2nd & 4th Wednesday
Wednesday 12th July
Wednesday 26th July
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ERNEST PRINCE & FAMILY
There are two businesses at 351 & 353 Burwood Road opposite the Hawthorn Arts Complex and the new civic
space which have a long connection to the Prince Family. Interestingly, one of them is a hairdresser’s.
Members Ken & Robyn Prince have shared the story of Ken’s forebears.
Ernest Prince (L) was a Hairdresser
by trade and in 1911 he
commenced work with a Mr John
Wilson at 263 Burwood Road,
Hawthorn (now #353). He and his
wife Ila hailed from New South
Wales. They lived in Wakefield
Street until in 1914 they bought
the business and moved into the
residence behind the shop. It is
believed that the shop was
originally an old music/dance hall
and was later used as a warehouse
until it was purchased by Mr
Wilson.
They were an enterprising couple.
While Ernest ran his men’s
hairdressing & tobacconists at
number 353, Ila set up a confectionery shop next door at number 351 which she operated at least into the
1940’s. Ernest worked in the shop until 1941 when he died of pneumonia. Ila continued to live at the shop
for many years. She died in Canterbury in 1967.
At his father’s death, the business
was then taken over by Ernest’s
son, Ernest Walter Prince. Ern ran
a regular Friday night function at
the shop to raise money for the
endowment of a bed in the
Children’s Ward at the Austin
Hospital. The function was called
the Ern Prince Social Club. Ernest
Walter was honoured as a Life
Governor of the hospital in 1951
for his fund raising efforts. His
regulars included Norman Banks
from 3KZ and Max Reddy and
Stella Lamond, husband and wife
comedy duo of stage and radio.
Ernest Walter operated the
business until his death in 1958.
When he died, his widow Emily
Alice ran the shop just selling
Tobacco and Fancy Goods.

Ernest Prince & Ila Australia Prince outside the hairdresser and
Tobacconist shop in the 1920’s

The premises were sold in 1964 after staying in the Prince family for 50 years.
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REMINISCENCES OF BERKELEY STREET, HAWTHORN IN THE
1930’S & 40’S
by Rolf Lie
Rolf Lie, born in 1934, lived at 44 Berkeley Street with Norwegian father Sverre and mother Sybil, and his
older brothers Harvey, who died in 2011, and sister Lorie. Thanks for these memories, Rolf.
My brother Lorie recalls our parents bought the
house they named Rena, named after a district
in Norway, about 1931. The brick home was
probably built in the mid 1920's. It extended
right back to the Glenferrie Hill Recreational
Club, (bowls and four en tout cas tennis courts)
directly behind the back fence. Our block had a
dogleg or strip of land going left behind the
Wark's home on the downhill side at 46
Berkeley St.
We had lots of fruit trees in the back garden [an
apricot, two plums, a pear, quince, two grape
vines, and some small cumquat trees) and Sybil
made cumquat marmalade.
At the back of the property there was a freestanding double garage, laundry, toilet, possibly
a bedroom, also a 'summer house' with seating
to watch the players on the tennis court. There
was also a large front garden.
During World War 2 our parents had a Humber
Super Snipe which was put up on blocks of
wood for the duration of the war. Our father
also had a 1939 Ford Mercury, I think, with a
'gas producer’ to power it during the war.
Our neighbours to the south at 46 Berkeley
Street were Mr Keith and Mrs Dorothy Wark,
and their children Margaret, Barbara, Nancy
and Edgar. I remember that Cr. Rigg used to
come to the Wark’s place each week to get a
grocery order. He'd come in a sort of smart
sulky, a small cart led by a horse!! I also
remember that a Chinese greengrocer used to
come around the streets weekly with a covered
cart which was full of vegetables and fruit, and
led by at least one horse. My brother Lorie says
there was also a 'fish man' who used to come
regularly, with his horse-led cart.
Keith and Mrs Duncan, and their children
Judith, John and Bruce lived next to the Wark’s,
on the corner of Callantina Road (no. 48). I
think the son John, who was a brilliant scholar
at Scotch College, and later Geelong Grammar,
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and became a professor in either a science or
mathematics in the New Zealand south island.
Opposite the Duncans, on the opposite north
west corner of Berkeley St and Callantina Road,
lived Mrs. Allen. She was probably well into her
60's when I was about 10. One of her daughters
was Cecily [?J Allen.
Going up the east side of Berkeley St from
Callantina were the Steele family. Brothers Stan
and Ray Steele, who went to Scotch in the '20's
and early 30's . They were brilliant sportsmen,
particularly cricketers, who would have
continued to play after they left school.
Perhaps next door on the east side, or one
further up, were the Low family, and my
brother told me David and Bill were sons of the
family.
Further up still (no. 35) was the Hey family. I
believe the father, Harry Hey, a metallurgist,
was company secretary in Melbourne of one of
Australia's big mining companies2. After that
was Narveno Court, pretty much at the highest
point of the Berkeley Street hill.
The only families I knew of that lived further
down the hill were the Pacini family and the
Burns family. Bert Pacini3, (no. 21) I believe,
may have been the business manager of the
Herald and Weekly Times in the late 1930's,
the'40's and perhaps in the 50's. His son was
John Pacini, also a journalist, who had been a
war correspondent in World War 2.
The Burns family lived near them (at no 7).
Two of the sons – (I don't know of other sons or
daughters), were Arthur and Creighton and
their father, I believe, was Tammy Burns, some
time chief sub-editor on The Age, Melbourne.
2

Harry Hey was managing director of
Electolytic Zinc Co. of Australasia
3
Bert Pacini was general manager of the Sun
News Pictorial in 1954
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Arthur and Creighton attended Scotch College
in the 1930's, and Creighton, the younger son,
probably left school in 1941. Arthur was
ordained a Presbyterian minister, and I believe
taught at a university in New South Wales.
Creighton, who was certainly, a friend of my
older brother Harvey, joined the navy. He was a
brilliant academic (Rhodes Scholar in 1949)
and taught political science at Melbourne
University, becoming assistant professor. He
later joined The Age, becoming the paper's
correspondent in Singapore, and after Graham
Perkin's premature death, became editor of The
Age.
There are still a couple of Victorian homes on
the east side of Berkeley Street, below Narveno
Court, and six Victorian homes still on the west
side including one or two double-storey ones.
Notably, of course, is the Victorian home right
on the west corner of Berkeley Street as it
meets Riversdale Road.
In Riversdale Road opposite, on the west corner
of Dalley St and Riversdale Road, was the house
with the sign D. COPE REMOVALISTS which
fronted Riversdale Rd. The house and sign have
long since gone, and been replaced by a block of
residential units.
Fifty metres or so from Riversdale Road up the
west side of Berkeley St are two blocks of
double-storey red brick flats from the 1930's
called MAYFAIR and ST. RONAN (10-12), with a
driveway down the middle. Sybil and Sverre's
friends Lu and Erling Aagaard lived there for
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many years. I remember that Erling was very
tall, standing at least 6 ft 6 inches tall. He had
gone to New Zealand as a young man,
apparently on whaling boats and then he came
back to Australia, perhaps about 1940, as
representative of the company selling Aga
cookers in Australia. His wife Lu Andreas was
the sister-in-law of the well-known Sydney
barrister Clive Evatt, the brother of Dr. Bert
Evatt, the one-time leader of the ALP in the
federal parliament.
Another resident, who came from England to
Queensland in the l880s was a well-respected
soldier in Australian armed forces during the
Boer War and World War 1. He was Colonel
Walter Tunbridge, and lived later in life at 36
Berkeley Street, until his death in 1943.
Sir Ken Luke and his family lived two houses
further down, 40 Berkeley Street. Ken Luke was
managing director of a family engineering
company and president of Carlton Football Club
from 1938 to 1955, then president of The
Victorian Football League for a short time.
Two elderly sisters lived next door to us on the
north at 42 Berkeley St, I think their names
were -- Miss Eyres and Mrs.Tindall [or Tindale).
They seemed to live a quiet, and perhaps lonely
life, but were always cheerful.
Sybil and Sverre sold Rena, 44 Berkeley Street
in 1950, and the home was replaced, probably
some twenty or thirty years ago – no front
garden anymore !!!!

THE MYSTERY OF FAIRYLAND, KEW by James Nicolas
In 1965 in Kew, 88-year-old Grace Tabulo passed away at her 1860's home,
Fairyland ending more than 20 years that Grace and her Gallipoli veteran
husband Jim, had made their home a tourist attraction for children in the local
area and beyond. With exhibits, stories, concerts and celebrations like Empire
Day, Fairyland featured in newspapers and magazines in Melbourne and beyond.
It was a unique place in a more innocent time that had a profound effect on all
those who went there. What motivated this couple to dedicate their lives to their
community? And what are some of the mysteries that lie behind this story?
This book is a window into post-war Melbourne suburbia which celebrates a
wonderful couple and their lives' work. Anyone with a memory of the 40s & 50s
ought to read this book
Available from Tim’s Bookshop, 129 High Street, Kew; Vivid Publishing at www.vividpublishing.com.au or from the
author: James Nicolas: jamesnicolas66@gmail.com ($29 + $2 postage)
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